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Abstract 

We investigated the properties of the  interaction between surfaces with 

asperities by the analysis of voltage time series recorded by an 

experimental stick-slip model. We found that: 1) the standard deviation 

of the voltage time series decreases with the number of consecutive runs, 

reflecting the decrease of the displacements’ variation  due to the 

decrease of friction between the two interacting surfaces; 2) the Shannon 

entropy (the Fisher Information Measure) of the voltage time series 

decreases (increases) with the number of consecutive runs, suggesting a 

decrease of the randomness of the system; 3) this experimental model 

mimics the aging effect that characterizes the interaction between 

tectonic faults.  

Keywords: stick-slip; friction; earthquakes;  aging ; Shannon-Fisher 
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Introduction 



When two surfaces with asperities interact with each other in a  relative 

movement, a st ick-slip event occurs when the potential energy that is 

accumulated during the process becomes larger than the static friction, 

and the energy released produces  a displacement [1].  This is  generally 

the underlying mechanism of earthquake generation in seismic areas. The 

interaction between huge surfaces,  like tectonic plates, is  a complex 

phenomenon that needs theoretical and experimental approaches to be 

deeply understood. The well -known spring-block model simulates the 

interaction between tectonic plates by means of masses connected by 

linear springs [2]. Vargas et al. (2008)  [3] set up an experimental stick–

slip model, simulating the relative movement of two rough surfaces by 

the interaction of two blocks covered by sandpapers with a certain 

roughness degree. In their experimental  model the interaction between 

rough surfaces (sandpapers), moving in opposit ion to each other,  

produces st ick-slip events (synthetic seismicity),  which mimic the rea l

seismicity. Analyses of synthetic seismicity have been performed by 

calculating the Gutenberg–Richter law [3], the correlation properties 

based on the detrended fluctuation analysis [4], the order parameter that  

is defined in natural  time domain (NTD) [5-9], the connectivity degree 

by applying the visibility graph method [10].

In our paper, we present an experimental setting rather similar to that  

described in [3].  It consists of 2 Kg aluminum block (A) sliding over 

1.5 m long surface with asperit ies (B) (Fig. 1). Both the surface (B) and 

the bottom side of the block (A) are covered by a sandpaper of roughness 

degree 36 (36 grains per cm
2
).  A low friction suspension system formed



by two glass plates is employed; the superior glass plate has a thickness 

of 6 mm and is placed on a set of small steel spheres,  with diameter of 4  

mm that can roll  on the inferior glass plate of 0.012 m thickness.  The 

suspension system is placed over a metallic frame to maintain it in a 

leveled position. A charge cell (C) acts a s a bumper against the metallic 

frame, allowing the recording of the force exerted by the inferior plate 

over the cell (C) when the elastic rope (D) is kept in tension. The rope is 

a fishing string with a diameter of 5×10
−4

 m and a charge limit of 400 N.

The fishing string connects the aluminum block with the motor (E) 

through a pulley. To pull  the block we use a DC motor with a speed 

control (F). During the experimental runs the string is pulled with a 

constant speed of 0.133 m/min and the charge cell (C) converts the force 

into voltage that is  measured by a digital voltmeter with sampling 

frequency of 10 Hz. 

In this study we focus on the properties of the voltage  time series that  

would convey information about the  dynamical interaction between the 

two surfaces and their frict ion properties. In particular, we focus on the 

aging effects that would arise when the same block sl ides several times 

consecutively on the same surface, simulating the aging phenomenon of 

the interaction between tectonic plates [11]. 

We apply the Fisher-Shannon method to the time series of the voltage 

time series in order to investigate the properties of order and 

organization of the surface interaction, and to find possible patterns  

linked with the aging phenomenon.  



The method 

The Fisher-Shannon (FS) method is very effective in investigating the 

complex behavior of nonstationary signals. It combines two quantities:  

Fisher Information Measure (FIM) and Shannon entropy (HX). The FIM 

is a quantification of the level  of organization or order in a time series ,

while HX  is a measurement of  the uncertainty or disorder . The FIM was 

proposed for the first time by Fisher [12] within the information theory,  

and Frieden [13] employed it for describing evolving physical  

processes. Martin et  a l. [14-15] used the FIM to study the dynamical 

behavior of elect roencephalographic signals to identify relevant 

dynamical changes linked with pathologic states.  Lovallo and Telesca 

[16], Telesca and Lovallo [17] and Telesca [18] employed The FIM to 

gain insight into the complex dynamics of several geophysical and 

environmental processes. Further studies were performed on the use of 

the FIM to detect precursory signs of  critical phenomena [19-20]. The 

Shannon entropy is a measure of uncertainty of the prediction of the 

outcome of a probabilistic event [21], and it is null for deterministic 

events. 

Let’s indicate with f(x)  the density of x;  thus,  its FIM I  is given by 
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while its Shannon entropy is defined as [21]:  
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An equivalent form of the Shannon entropy is the Shannon entropy 

power NX ,  given by  
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To calculate the FIM and the Shannon entropy, we first ly need to 

estimate the density f(x)  (pdf). It was recently demonstrated [22] that the 

kernel-based approach [23-24] to estimate the density f(x) is more 

efficient than the di screte-based approach [25-26]. By using the kernel 

density estimator technique, we  approximate f(x) as  
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with b  the bandwidth, M  the length of the series and K(u)  the kernel 

function, which is a continuous non-negative and symmetric function 

satisfying the following two constrains  

K(u)0  and 1)( 




duuK .  (5) 

The pdf f(x) was, then, estimated by using the algorithm proposed in [27]  

joined with that  proposed by Raykar and Duraiswami [28], which 

employs a Gaussian kernel with zero mean and unit variance, with fast  

and more efficient computability characteristics:   
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Results and discussion 

 

In our experiment we covered by a sandpaper of roughness degree 36 

both the upper surface of the track and the bottom surface of the moving 

block. Keeping the same sandpaper on both interacting surfaces, we  

performed 16 consecutive runs. Fig.  2 shows, as an example,  three of the 

performed runs.  

Fig. 3 shows the standard deviation of the amplitude of the voltage time 

series measured in each run; we can clearly see that the standard 

deviation decreases with the  number of consecutive runs. In order to 

characterize each t ime series in terms of order and organization we 

applied the Fisher-Shannon method to each time series. Fig. 4 shows the 

variation of the FIM and the Shannon entropy with the number of 

consecutive runs. We observe a certain pattern in both the informational 

measures: in particular, the Shannon entropy has a decreasing trend with 

the number of consecutive runs, while the FIM is characterized by an 

increasing trend. This indicates that  the interactio n between the two 

sliding surfaces becomes more ordered and organized with the increase 

of the number of runs performed consecutively.  

On the basis of the obtained results we can point out to the following 

findings:  



1)  Although in a different scientific context, like the micro -

positioning, in [29] found that between the average step size of a 

slider and the applied voltage there is a direct  relationship, and 

that the coefficient of friction determines the step size, as the 

coefficient of friction increases the average step size increases.  

Proportionality between output voltage and total displacement of  

in confined liquid in the stick -slip regime was also observed in 

[30]. In our experiment, the decreasing trend of the st andard 

deviation of the voltage time series with the number of runs could 

suggest that also the standard deviation of the fluctuations of the 

displacements of the moving block decreases with the number of  

consecutive runs. The displacement of the block is controlled both 

by the roughness degree (which is the number of sandpaper’s 

asperities per unit area) and by the height of the same asperities.  

The higher the asperities, the larger the friction between the two 

surfaces, the larger the displacement’s varia tion [29]. Since in 

each consecutive run, the average height of the asperit ies (which 

are the grains of the sandpaper) of the surfaces of both the sliding 

block and the track becomes lower and lower, also the friction 

between the two interacting surfaces (that become even smoother 

after each run) is reduced, and this hinders the largest variations 

of the relative displacement.  

2)  Nosonovky [31] investigated the relationship between entropy and 

friction. Considering a surface profile as a random  process,    and 

calculating its  Shannon entropy, it  can be found that  a surface 



profile with a small  value of Shannon entropy is more ordered 

than another surface profile whose value of Shannon entropy is 

higher.  Therefore, a smooth surface is characterized by a zero 

value of the Shannon entropy. Thus , the Shannon entropy can be 

considered as a measure of the roughness of a surface [31]. In  our 

experiment, we found that  the Shannon entropy (the FIM) of the 

voltage time series decreases (increases) with the number of 

consecutive runs, suggesting a decrease (increase) of the disorder 

or randomness. At each successive run, the interacting surfaces 

become smoother and smoother, thus reducing the randomness of 

the corresponding profiles. This effect reflects on the measured 

voltage time series that , in turn, are a measurement of the 

variation of the displacements of the moving block.  

3)  Kanamori [32] introduced the concept of “seismic coupling” to 

quantify the interaction between tectonic plates at subduction 

zones. Ruff and Kanamori [11] found a significant correlation 

between the earthquake size and two other variables, which are the 

age of the subducting lithosphere and the convergence rate.  

Strongest events occur mainly in zones with young l ithosphere and 

fast convergence rate. The size of an earthquake depends on the 

fault length and also   on the asperity distribution on the fault  

plane, and in our experiment it  depends on the amplitude of 

fluctuations of the displacements of the moving block, that  could 

reflected in the standard deviation of the voltage time series. The 

Kanamori’s model of the “seismic coupling” seems well  



reproduced in our experimental  model, since we found that  after  

consecutive runs, the amplitude of the fluctuations of the 

displacements decreases,  implying a  decrease of the “earthquake 

size” with the age of the interacting surfaces. The smoother the 

asperities, the smaller the “earthquake size”, the older the 

interacting surfaces.  

 

Conclusions 
 

This study presents the analysis of voltage t ime series recorded during 

consecutive runs of a stick -slip experiment consist ing in a rough block 

sliding on a rough surface (both characterized by identical roughness 

degree) pulled by a DC motor with a constant velocity.  The aim of the 

experiment was to characterize the properties of the interaction between 

rough surfaces; such rough surfaces can mimic quite well  a tectonic 

fault, and the number of consecutive runs can model the age of the 

tectonic fault, so that the last  run models a status of the fault which is 

older than that modeled by the first run of the experiment. We employed 

the Fisher-Shannon method to investigate the order/organization 

properties of the voltage time series and our findings indicate a tendency 

toward a state of higher order and organization of the stick-slip system 

as the roughness of the interacting surfaces decreases.  
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Fig. 1. Stick-slip experimental setup. The 2 Kg aluminum block (A) slides over  1.5 m long surface with 

asperities (B). The charge cell (C) allows the recording of the force exerted by the inferior plate when the 

elastic rope (D) is kept in tension. The string connects the aluminum block with the motor (E) through a 

pulley. The DC motor has a speed control (F). 
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Fig. 2. Voltage time series recorded during  the first run (a), the sixth run (b) and the last run (c). 
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Fig. 3. Standard deviation of the voltage time series versus run number 
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Fig. 4. Shannon entropy (a) and FIM (b) versus run number 

 


